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'Turkish Competition Law and Applications', by Kanunum (in partnership
with LexisNexis):
A new publication with contributions from the practitioners of Turkish
competition law
Experienced specialists of Turkish competition law have put together a detailed,
current and accessible resource in Turkish which in-house counsel and attorneys
from all sectors can consult as they face questions of Turkish competition
regulation. 'Turkish Competition Law and Applications' by Kanunum (in
partnership with LexisNexis) addresses all main areas of competition law and
presents hundreds of real examples. The online publication reflects the
knowledge and practical experience of legal teams known for their specialization
on Turkish competition regulation.
'Turkish Competition Law and Applications' is a resource that counsel can turn
to for both general and specific information when addressing issues that
businesses in Turkey have to tackle - from bundling of products to changes to
partnership structures, from key competition concepts like 'relevant market',
'undertakings' and 'agreements' to competition authority investigations of
business associations. The publication aims to facilitate an easy appraisal and
tracking of the rules and exceptions of Turkish competition law not only through
precedent and examples, but also through tools such as bullet point subheadings, case summaries, links connecting different topics, flowcharts and
access to the updated texts and textual history of the rules, regulations and laws
cited in the authors' articles.
Allowing subscribers also to run searches on Kanunum's extensive Competition
Authority case collection, 'Turkish Competition Law and Applications' affords inhouse counsel and attorneys the benefits of a result-oriented and practical
approach increasingly adopted by leading international publishers.
About KANUNUM
Kanunum.com is an online, updated and searchable electronic compilation of
Turkish statutes, regulatory texts, high court decisions, administrative decisions
and legislative material. For its search facility, the service relies on proprietary
Turkish stemmer and search technologies. Kanunum implements its Turkish LT
applications and legal informatics tools to enhance its database and search
power for researchers.
Kanunum is owned by Karakullukçu Consulting Inc, a language technologies
company as well as an electronic legal publisher. The company has utilized its
decade-long experience updating and processing the rule-based, interconnected
texts of the legal domain in order to garner linguistic patterns, train Turkish
stemmer applications and NLP tools and build entity and relation extraction and
sentiment recognition techniques, with broader LT applications. Kanunum

(Karakullukçu Consulting Inc.) is one of the Founding Members of LT-Innovate,
the forum for Europe’s Language Technology industry.
About LexisNexis
LexisNexis Legal & Professional is a leading global provider of legal, regulatory
and business information and analytics that helps customers increase
productivity, improve decision-making and outcomes, and advance the rule of
law around the world.
LexisNexis encompasses authoritative legal-publishing brands dating back to the
19th century including; Butterworths® in the United Kingdom, Canada, the AsiaPacific region, Les Editions du JurisClasseur in France, and Matthew Bender®
worldwide.
The company combines information and analytics to help lawyers manage their
work more efficiently, serve their clients better and grow their practices and
assists corporations in better understanding their markets. LexisNexis is a part
of RELX Group, serving customers in more than 130 countries with 10,000
employees worldwide.
For more information on ‘Turkish Competition Law and Applications’
For more information and subscription conditions please visit us at
https://www.kanunum.com/hukuk-ve-uygulamalar/rekabet

